CHERRYWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION STEERING COMMITTEE
MINUTES 14 APRIL 2010
1. Welcome, call to order, introductions. (6:40)
—SC Present: Jeremy Mazur, Robin Peeples, Girard Kinney, Rebecca Kohout,, Aaron
Choate, Mark Schiff, Tym Bales, Deb Freeman, Eric Boucheron, Jack Newman
—Non SC: Chapman Shoop, David Greene (Communications committee, neighbor of
Barbara; left at 7:22), Barbara Erwin (left at 7:20)
2. FLEA update (Deb)
—FLEA preparation is wrapping up. All articles need to be in ASAP.
—Meeting minutes will start being added to the website soon.
3. Cherrywood Mailbag
—Pretty empty.
4. Neighborhood resident issue (Barbara Erwin, 3905b Grayson)
—Reports of disruptive behavior from hostile neighbors (rudeness, loud parties, overbright lights, fire, etc)
—David (a neighbor to both parties) has offered to help foster constructive
communication and a bit of mediation between both sets of neighbors. Jack and Jeremy
have offered to accompany
5. CHULA / FRoG Update
—Garage sale to raise funds for the Green this weekend.
—3 red oaks have been planted along 34th street
—Plans to reuse pieces of the utility pole as steps down to the creek
6. ANC/East update
—Single member district issue: Justin will soon have to vote at ANC East on our behalf
and we need to decide how we want him to do so.
—More people need to attend ANC East meetings because Girard is usually the only one.
Meetings are on the 2nd Tuesday of the month at Mi Madre's
7. UBC Update
—Meeting is next Tuesday
—Next Thursday, the City Council will be addressing the Scheiffer property. Last
meeting, VMU past on all properties except a few, including the Schieffer property. We
are probably not going to take any further action on this for now.
8. Planning, Zoning & Transportation Committee Update
—Possible 'Abandoned House Task Force' creation, updates in the future.
—Cars are actually stopping at the signs warning people to look out for the red line trains
(the signs actually have a stop sign graphic on them)

—Jack spoke with the Maplewood principle who was on board with having guards at the
tracks for the rest of the summer, but he's no longer principle, so this isn't happening at
the moment.
—There will not be a train stop at Manor, but it's possible that there could be a stop at I35 next to the U-Haul. Girard has spoken with Wilshire wood neighborhood and offered
to let them have joint ownership of the U-Haul area if they would let us have ownership
of the Academy area, so that future decisions about that area would be completely shared.
—No response yet on expanding the sidewalk construction using the money we're saving
the city by not putting sidewalks everywhere.
—Willowbrook Reach projects: Major water line on Sycamore to be reconstructed and
the city has not acknowledged neighborhood input.
9. By-laws task force update (Aaron Choate)
—Aaron is concerned that not enough people have participated to consider the input
representative
—Deb has asked Aaron to write something for the FLEA to inform the neighbors about
the issue of a potential 'business class' membership to the CNA and CNASC. There will
be a web poll of neighbors about some of these issues.
10. Other committee updates as needed
—Do we have a Safety Committee? No. Working on that.
11. Preparation for May CNA general meeting
—Jeremy will not be here for the next SC meeting. Vice-chair Aaron will lead the SC
meeting and help organize the general meeting.
—Possibly get city code enforcement people to give a presentation. Jeremy will call Ron
Potts to set that up. There also may be an official looking form that the CNA could give
as code violation warnings.
—Aaron will need a key to make something happen? Jeremy will arrange it.
12. Meeting adjourned at 8:06pm

